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		Top 30 Best Betting Apps in India
	
	
		
The mobile betting industry already has about 100 different bookmaker apps. This is due to the increased attention from users. Especially in India. A huge number of people in this country just love betting on sports. And of course, the most convenient and fastest way to do it is the programs for Android or iOS. 




However, not every app is good and should be trusted. That is why it is necessary to approach the question responsibly. Your success in betting ultimately depends on the quality and reliability of the bookmaker you choose. Having studied the reviews and wishes of bettors, it was possible to make a list of the most important criteria for selecting a good sports betting platform.




Based on all these points, after a long analysis, it was possible to compile the top 30 best betting apps in India. You can find out more about it below.




How do you distinguish a good betting app in India?
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Good betting programs are quite common. Many developers understand that if they create a bad app, it will not be interesting for users. Most programs have been developed on the platforms of well-known bookmaker companies. And in most cases it turns out that it is these applications that make it to the top and meet all the criteria that are described below:




	The first thing everyone naturally pays attention to is the legality of the company. The presence of a license from the bookmaker is an excellent confirmation of its reliability and safety;
	Functional component. Users from India prefer the availability of full functionality in the application. This saves bettors from constant and useless visits to the official site;
	Design and Navigation. Here it is impossible to say unambiguously and choose a suitable for each application by the combination of colors and location of the keys. Bettors have to study and analyze the issue on their own;
	Betting line and Raffle. This item is also individual. If you are a cricket fan, you should pay attention to this particular sport. On the presence of it in the line and a good coverage of all popular events;
	The speed of the program. This indicator depends on how quickly you can, for example, place a bet in Live. It is very important especially for cricket fans;
	Resistance to fluctuations in Internet connection. There can be fluctuations in the network. They should not strongly affect the program and interrupt the process of betting. 





These are the most important criteria for choosing a betting app in India. You should definitely pay attention to each item. Otherwise, you risk not getting what you want. Since analyzing all the apps can take quite a lot of time, then you may get acquainted with the ready-made top programs of Indian bookmakers.




Rating of the Best Betting Apps in India
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Based on numerous checks and testing. And also based on the feedback from Indian users, this top app has been compiled. Each program has created the most comfortable conditions for bettors from this country. You can choose any app you want. They are all reliable and safe. And the functionality meets the requirements of even experienced bettors.




Since these applications are for Indians, then naturally each of them has Cricket, Kabaddi and other sports popular in this country in their line. To read the top 30 Bookmakers programs, see below:




	10cric App India. Beginners get +100% Up to INR 10,000;
	Melbet India app. Welcome bonus +100% Up to INR 8,000;
	Indibet App. Welcome offer +100% Up to INR 10,000;
	4rabet app. After registration bonus +200% up to INR 20,000 is available;
	1win app India. Welcome bonus +500% Up to INR 75,000;
	Parimatch app. Beginners get +150% up to INR 20,000;
	Megapari app. Welcome bonus +100% Up to INR 9,000;
	Dafabet mobile app. There is a promotion on first deposit +160% Up to INR 16,000 after registration;
	Rajabets App. Welcome offer +100% Up to INR 25,000;
	1xbet India app. Newbie promotion +100% Up to INR 10,000;
	Fairplay Betting App. Bonus after registration 100% up to INR 50,000;
	Betway Sports App. Newbie Bonus +100% Up to INR 2,500;
	Bet365 India App. Welcome promotion +100% Up to INR 4,000;
	Mostbet India App. Welcome package +100% Up to INR 25,000; 
	22bet mobile app. Beginners bonus +100% Up to INR 10,000;
	Paripesa App. Promotion for first deposit +100% up to INR 8,000;
	Pin Up Mobile Program. Beginners Bonus +125% Up to INR 25,000;
	Betwinner Bookmaker Program. Promotion after registration +100% Up to INR 8,000;
	Leon Bet Programs. Welcome package +100% Up to INR 5,000 in Free Bets;
	Bettilt mobile program. Newbie bonus +120% Up to INR 74,000;
	Pure Win Bookmaker program. Promotion for new users +100% Up to INR 10,000;
	Fun88 Program. Promotion on first deposit +200% Up to INR 5,000;
	CampoBet mobile program. Newcomer Bonus +100% Up to INR 30,000;
	Casumo Bookmaker Program. Promotion after registration – Bet INR 1,000 and Get an INR 3,000;
	BetIndi Program. Welcome offer +100% Up to INR 8,000;
	Betmaster mobile program. First deposit bonus +100% Up to INR 17,000 and +10 FS;
	888sport App. Newbie promotion +100% Up to INR 8,000;
	LeoVegas Mobile App. Welcome package +100% Up to INR 10,000;
	Unibet Bookmaker Program. Newbie offer +100% Up to INR 2,500;
	William Hill App. Bonus after registration +100% Up to INR 1,000.
	Krikya App. Sport 100% Welcome bonus on your first deposit.





These are the top 30 betting apps in India. Each of them has its own bonus program. It includes many different promotions. If you have already chosen some program for yourself, you can safely go to the official website of the company, download and install it. This is the only safe option in India.




All applications are available for both Android and iOS. Bookmaker programs are not demanding. They work well on all smartphones and tablets. After installation, you will need to create an account. This can be done directly in the program.




Top betting applications with Indian rupees
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We have tested more than two dozen INR betting apps, studied reviews of real bettors, their features and generous bonuses. Now we are ready to share the criteria that helped us choose the top positions for players from India. Here’s what we paid attention to:




	Bookmaker must be legal in India and have a valid license;
	The betting operator must have an extensive sportsbook and of course cricket as the main sport;
	Such betting companies must accept Indian bettors and currency in INR;
	Use popular and local payment systems for deposits;
	Preferably have not only websites but also mobile apps with enhanced access;
	Generous bonuses and promotions that are suitable for both sports and online casinos.





When choosing we always notice and follow the rating, reviews also matter. Every reliable betting site has a section with real reviews from players from India, who leave their comments on the performance of the platform.




When we selected the top apps, we personally tested each of them. We registered, familiarized ourselves with the sportsbook, online entertainment, placed bets in INR, and withdrew winnings on demand. Now it’s time for you to find betting apps in Indian rupees we have chosen for your convenience:




	1win;
	Dafabet;
	Rajabets;
	Crickex;
	Indibet;
	4rabet;
	Megapari;
	22Bet;
	Khelraja;
	Parimatch.





You can write down or copy all these positions, or open each app and choose the right one for you. But we advise you to choose a few betting apps that accept Indian bettors and currency in INR. This way you can double your chances of winning and get even more sports options at a time.




Quick sign-up process in INR app through the website
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One major requirement for registering on the bookmakers’ platforms accepting Indian rupees we have mentioned above is that the Indian player must be of legal age. Provide only valid details and contact information about yourself, this is important:




	Step 1: Open the official betting website and click on the “Register” button at the top corner of the home page;
	Step 2: Enter your name, desired username and strong password, email address, phone number and date of birth;
	Step 3: Select your country and preferred INR currency;
	Step 4: Familiarize yourself with the rules and features of being on the platform;
	Step 5: Click on the “Join Now” button to successfully create an account.
	Step 6: Download the mobile app for your OS from the site, sign in and play.





Now when you have your account you will have full access to all the sports benefits of the app. Use all these tools for profitable bets and instant withdrawals. Choose multiple sites and their mobile applications so your odds and experience will be taken to the next level. Enjoy your bets!
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